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Mission
We will value, teach and empower each
student in a culture of educational excellence.
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SUCCESS MAGNIFIED
It starts with each individual. A teacher.
A student. A parent. A leader. We learn,
we grow and meet with success. It is
magnified throughout our community
and we all shine.

Vision
• To produce globally-competitive, lifelong learners through rigorous
and relevant curriculum taught by highly prepared visionary leaders
who recognize the importance of engaging a diverse body of learners.
• To provide 21st Century resources through responsible and efficient
use of funding. • To ensure success for all students in safe, inviting
and healthy learning communities by building upon a foundation of
stakeholder support and caring/respectful relationships.

Beliefs
We believe in… • educating the whole child • personalized
educational approaches for each child • caring and respectful
relationships • safe, motivating, and inviting learning
environments • integrity and honesty • parent and community
partnerships • fiscal responsibility and efficient operations
• data-driven decisions • achieving success and educational
excellence.
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Magnifying Success
at Every Level

to improve school learning
environments through initiatives designed to reduce the
number of discipline referrals
and suspensions and increase
school attendance, and funding
to create STEM afterschool programs at four schools, robotics
programs, and the construction
of an outdoor track complete
with workout stations.
CCS’ solid partnerships with
community organizations were

Chris Lowder

was named interim superintendent of Cabarrus County Schools in March
2015. With only a few weeks on the job under his belt in June, he stepped up to the microphone
to address the hundreds of proud parents, grandparents, and most importantly, graduates of the
Class of 2015. In remarks crafted with care and creativity, he encouraged the 2,033 graduates to
live their lives with ‘clear eyes and full hearts’, promising that if they do, they ‘can’t lose’.
As a leader, he’s described as smart, decisive, confident, calm, popular, and affable. His deep
teaching and leadership roots with CCS over the last 20+ years have given him a keen view of the
critical issues and opportunities facing our district. Through his actions, you’ll see that the very
system he’s leading guided his own education and is now guiding his children’s education. Here,
he shares his perspective on the highlights of 2014-2015 school year.

strengthened and nurtured, and
new partnerships were formed
that rewarded outstanding
teachers with classroom supplies
and even pizza parties.
Our students and staff continued to shine on local, state, and
national levels. Just like proud
parents, we beamed with pride
as our very own were recognized for their accomplishments inside and outside the

Letter from
the Superintendent

Success is defined as the

New resources, new partner-

accomplishment of an aim or

ships, and new leaders were

purpose—a favorable outcome

in abundant supply during the

or result. The late Zig Ziglar, one

school year. Students, staff,

of the most respected modern-

and parents were introduced to

day experts on success and

icurio, the next generation of

motivation, argues in his book

textbooks and learning resourc-

Born to Win that success can-

es. Our digital conversion to

not be defined in one sentence,

icurio ushered in our district’s

but instead it is comprised of

entrée into 21st century blended

many things.

learning, promoting agile teach-

In Cabarrus County Schools,
we achieve success through a

ing and active learning.
Our students reaped the

All in a school year’s work for
Cabarrus County Schools. Success was magnified at every level.
We hope you enjoy the closer
look this annual report provides.
In it, we think you will clearly
see why CCS is so effective and
special. Thank you for allowing
me to serve as your superintendent. Together, we will continue
to focus on excellence and
magnify success!

combination of results, col-

benefits of grants totaling more

laboration, and continuous

than $1.3 million from a variety

improvement. The 2014-2015

of organizations. These grants

school year was no exception.

provided for greater security in

Chris

Let’s take a closer look at some

our elementary schools with

Superintendent

of the highlights.

the hiring of 19 school resource
officers, new opportunities
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classroom.

Sincerely,

Chris Lowder, Ed.D.

Exceptional Partnership

@WORK
Jack Vanston, Managing Partner of
LongHorn Steakhouse of Concord brings
opportunity to some truly exceptional
students of Cabarrus County Schools

Success is defined as the
accomplishment of an aim or
purpose—a favorable outcome
or result. The late Zig Ziglar, one
of the most respected modernday experts on success and
motivation, argues in his book
Born to Win that success cannot be defined in one sentence,
but instead it is comprised of
many things.
In Cabarrus County Schools,
we achieve success through a
combination of results, collaboration, and continuous
improvement. The 2014-2015
school year was no exception.
Let’s take a closer look at some
of the highlights.
New resources, new partnerships, and new leaders were
in abundant supply during the
school year. Students, staff,
and parents were introduced to
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@WORK
Hello, Welcome to LongHorn!
Those are the first words you hear when walking in the door of LongHorn
Steakhouse of Concord, and they might just be coming from one of the many CCS
Occupational Course of Study (OCS) students who have been hired. The 10-year
partnership between LongHorn Steakhouse and the Cabarrus County Schools OCS
program for exceptional students all started with a phone call and a vision.

“For many of the students, this
is their first job,” explains Jack,
with emotion in his voice. “It’s
the first paying job they have –
helping them get a start in life,
and I’m really proud of playing a

Jack Vanston, Managing Partner, LongHorn Steakhouse of Concord, a Darden
company, received a phone call from the now 25-year CCS veteran, Tammy
Skidmore, CCS’ Exceptional Children’s Employability Specialist, to explore job
placement opportunities for the students in the program. Because LongHorn gave
Jack the freedom to explore the diversity of hiring opportunities that Cabarrus
County has to offer, it was an easy partnership to build when Tammy’s call came in.

35

Amazing OCS
business partners
create successful
job opportunities
of students.

25+

Students have
worked at LongHorn
during a 10-year
partnership.

part in that milestone.”
By working at LongHorn, our
OCS students are building their
confidence and the skill sets
they need to be successful
in the workplace. They work
closely with team members
and guests, all while creating a

resume of work to make them even more employable and independent in life. “Dealing with the public and customer service in
general is not something that you learn very well by reading a book,”
Jack explains.
“Through the Occupational Course of Study students build
their job skills and their confidence,” explains Barbara Slingerland,
director of CCS Exceptional Children and Academic Intervention.
“Students learn that they can do anything if they put their minds to
it along with the hard work. Having hundreds of job hours completed
prior to high school graduation actually gives CCS OCS students
a ‘leg up’ in the job market that many students do not leave high
school with. We have more than one student from our program
who has graduated and gone directly to work for LongHorn. We
have students enter the 9th grade without confidence and any job
skills who graduate with their NC Diploma and full-time employment.
We see a complete transformation in our students in the 4-5 years
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“One of my favorite sayings is – ‘ When you
see a turtle on a fence post you know it did
not get there without help. I feel that you
cannot achieve your goals without helping
others achieve theirs.”
— Jack Vanston, Managing Partner,
LongHorn Steakhouse of Concord
Jack’s Rich Restaurant Journey
A product of the coal mining regions of Northeastern Pennsylvania, Jack Vanston has been working in restaurants for close to forty years since graduating from Marywood University in Scranton, Pennsylvania. He met his
wife of 28 years, Teri, working in a restaurant, and it was her southern roots that eventually brought the couple to
North Carolina after meeting in Wilmington, Delaware. They have two sons, both of whom work in the restaurant
business. His parents have owned a restaurant, and one of his brothers owns a restaurant. Jack opened his first
restaurant at age 29 with three of his best friends from high school. He then moved to Charlotte and opened
another restaurant, and in 1997 he started working for LongHorn Steakhouse after answering an ad in the newspaper.
Jack has been the Managing Partner in the Concord location for 18 years.

that they are in the OCS program that we would not see without

LongHorn are life-long work skills. Jack has been a wonderful part-

the support that we have from our partners in business.”

ner, and his acceptance of all students and his patience with their

According to Jack, CCS OCS students are eager to learn, hard

learning curve have been exceptional. When students are learning

working, fun-loving individuals who work well in a structured

new skills, having patience and being able teach them the new skill

system, each bringing their own special talent to the restaurant.

is essential to their success, and Jack is amazing at both having

Trained to serve as hosts, greeters, bussers, as well as learn

patience and teaching skills.”

kitchen skills at LongHorn, they are accepted and taught the skills
necessary for them to be successful in the work setting.
“One of the most rewarding things about working with the OCS
students is watching how they first react, and then adapt to the

A Final Note

restaurant workplace,” says Jack. “I enjoy it when they begin to

If you know of a company that is interested in partnering with CCS’

interact with the guest and are proud when they can be of service.

OCS Program, call Tammy Skidmore at (704) 262-6107. If you want

We have a team member with autism who started working here

to talk to Jack Vanston about how it can be done, he is willing to

over 8 years ago. She is afforded the opportunity to get out of her

share and show you the path to the resources needed to begin

house and interact with all of our team members several days a

your own process of hiring students with learning differences. Jack

week. She has become one of the most beloved members of our

Vanston, Managing Partner, LongHorn Steakhouse of Concord,

work family.”

(704) 795-1030 or jvanston@LoHo.com. To view his heartfelt video

Barbara and Tammy share that Jack has been an unwavering
partner who is committed to CCS students and the community.

online, go to YouTube and search: FACES OF LongHorn Steakhouse
| Jack Vanston.

They say that even when they have students who have difficulty
adjusting to the work environment, Jack has remained committed
to ensuring their success.
“Having the 10-year partnership with LongHorn and Jack has
meant the world to the students in Cabarrus County’s OCS program,” shares Barbara. “The skills they obtain through their work at
7
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The Unstoppable Scientist

IFIED

MAGN

It seems as though Nathan Suri, a 10th grade student enrolled
in the International Baccalaureate (IB) program at Concord High
School, with a 5.0 G.P.A., has always been inspired by science.
His passion for science seems to grow and magnify each and
every year.
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“I believe science is
meant to be shared.”
– Nathan Suri
During his formative years, the academically and intellectually gifted
(AIG) classes in elementary school provided him early stimulation
to challenge his thinking and helped him focus on academic
excellence. Then in middle school, the IB program at J.N. Fries
Magnet was a stepping-stone that really encouraged open-mindedness. Now in high school, the 10th grader with a 5.0 G.P.A., is
complementing his IB education with online classes offered through
N.C. Virtual Public School (http://ncvps.org) to further his scientific
knowledge, challenging himself once again.
Nathan also sought and was given the opportunity to visit with
Dr. Chris Gould, a professor at N.C. State University during the
summer of 2015. There he toured the nuclear physics program on
campus, met with graduate students and watched them work on
creating a chamber of Helium 2 and 3 which slows down atoms.
His passion for science doesn’t stop there. After high school, he
plans to attend college and earn a physics or mathematical degree
followed by graduate school where he wants to earn master’s and
doctoral degrees. Ultimately, his career goal is to work at the Cern
Lab in Geneva, Switzerland—a global organization that specializes in
Particle Physics or at Femi Lab, near Chicago, the U.S. headquarters
of Cern Lab.
But before that happens, he will need to complete his personal
IB project that will center around the advancement of star taxonomy,
the branch of science concerned with classification of stars. He will

Nathan sets his higher education sights on UC Berkeley, North Carolina
State, University of Chicago, or California Institute of Tecąology.

provide analysis of neutron stars (a celestial object of very small radius and very high density composed predominantly of closely packed
neutrons) and quartz stars, with the goal of writing an accurate
scientific paper that he hopes to have published.
Clearly, his personal star has been shining bright for a while and
seems that it will be well positioned for an ongoing glow of success
as he reaches for and achieves his dreams. As in most cases, behind
every excellent student is a village of supporters, especially parents
who are encouraging, supporting and cheering for their child’s success. Nathan has not missed that fact and recognizes his parents as
his biggest supporters.
“I credit my parents for being so supportive, and I am grateful to
them for always being there for me,” said Nathan.

Who is Nathan Suri?
• Member of the Superintendent’s High
School Student Advisory Panel
• Back-to-back winner of N.C. School
of Science and Math competition in
9th and 8th grades
• Nathan also enjoys:
– Debating
– Chess
– Archery
– Kendo and Iaido
– Photography
– Piano
– Biking
– Volunteering at Ronald McDonald House of Charlotte
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FYING

AMPLI

the Voices of Leadership
Three district leaders have a candid discussion about a variety of
education issues. Read and learn as Superintendent Chris Lowder,
Regional Principal of the Year Adam Auerbach, and Teacher of the
Year Kelly Bumgardner share their thoughts on technology in the
classroom, charter schools, standardized testing, and more. They
also share what keeps them hopeful and inspired about public
education—particularly within Cabarrus County Schools.
Interviewer: North Carolina law doesn’t allow students to ‘opt out’
of standardized state tests. However, it’s a tactic that is gaining traction nationwide as opponents of testing argue kids are being ‘over
tested’. What are your thoughts?
Kelly Bumgardner: I think it is very hard to get a full picture of a
student from one test. We don’t know how that child is coming into
our classroom on that particular day – what they encountered that
morning, or whether they had dinner the night before. However, I do
think it is a measurement that we need in order to determine whether
our students are gaining the knowledge we want them to gain.
10

Adam Auerbach: It actually scares me when I hear educators say

is just the conduit. You will need software and training in order to

we should do away with all testing. I don’t like the idea of opting out

access the material.

because if the test is not important enough for everyone to take it,

We aren’t going to just hand a student a device. We have to

why should anyone take it? If 50 percent of a school opts out of tak-

make sure s/he knows how to use it – that s/he’s comfortable with

ing a test, then, no one should take the test because it really isn’t an

using it for 10 minutes for this and not for that, while being comfort-

accurate measure. I think the problem isn’t the test, but the way test

able moving between teacher-led instruction and collaborating with

results are used and manipulated. The test was designed to show

their peers.

how much the student learned, not to determine what kind of letter

Sometimes I think there is an ‘anti-digital’ mentality out there that

grade the entire school should get. However, I believe formative as-

thinks we’re just giving kids a computer and that the computer will

sessments and benchmark tests throughout the year are important.

teach them. That is not what I see when I go in classrooms. I see six
kids over here with the teacher, six kids over there working on some

I: North Carolina has been assigning letter grades to schools for

sort of group work, and six more kids working on a device of some

the past two years. Naturally, schools with lower grades receive

kind, and they’re usually rotating from station to station. That’s actu-

more media attention and are the targets of unfair generalizations

ally a really good model.

about the quality of the education the students in that school
receive. What are your thoughts about School Performance Grades?

AA: I think there are some people out there who are more traditional
and think computers are going to take teachers’ jobs. But that isn’t

CL: The formula for K-8 (School Performance Grades) is EOG scores
and growth. In high school, the formula includes proficiency and
growth, but it also includes ACT scores, the graduation rate, and the
percent of students who take higher math (Math II or higher). So,
there is a wider range of factors used to determine a school’s grade.
Under the current system, school performance grades are an indicator of poverty. There are some exceptions, but generally, the higher
poverty level at a school, the lower the school’s grade.
KB: I think you have to, again, look at the whole child. We’re not just
developing their knowledge. We are developing the whole child and
that involves so much more than what goes on in our classrooms,
such as fine arts, athletics, career and technical education and high
school academies. I don’t know how we turn that into a grade, but I
do think those are important things that help educate the whole child.
I: We live in a digital society where everyone is plugged in and
connected 24/7. How do we as a school system embrace tecąology
in the classroom, but at the same time, not allow it to take over the
classroom?
CL: There are no more textbooks that we can buy. We can buy supplemental novels that English teachers can use for their classes, but
as a general rule, textbooks aren’t an option. So what do we do? We
have to look at digital resources. I would say in 2-3 years, every student will have to have some sort of device because that, in essence,
is the textbook. But that doesn’t really solve the problem. The device
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true. A computer is just a tool. It’s no different than when the overhead projector or Smart Boards were introduced in the classroom.
KB: Technology is the tool and definitely NOT the teacher. We just
have to make sure it stays that way.
I: There is almost no way to have a discussion about public education
without adding charter schools to the mix. So, let’s go there.
CL: There is so much the general public doesn’t understand about
charter schools in North Carolina. Some people don’t even understand that charter schools are public schools or that there are notfor-profit charter schools and for-profit charter schools.
They also don’t understand the funding model, which requires
CCS at the beginning of every school year to write a check to each
charter school in the county for every child who leaves our district and
enrolls in a Cabarrus County charter school. Our district doesn’t receive any funds if that child returns to CCS mid-year. We don’t receive

learned so much during my tenure as District Teacher of the Year

state funding for that student until the following school year begins.

and sitting on the school board. This has been an experience that I
wish more educators had an opportunity to have.

AA: It is hard to explain that charters aren’t playing by the same rules
as we are. It’s also hard to explain to parents who are deciding be-

AA: Three things that give me hope:

tween a traditional public school and a charter that the rules are dif-

1)

ferent. We offer students certified teachers in every classroom. All of

and happy and eager to learn.

their teachers are not required to be certified. We provide transporta-

2) My staff. Despite the issues at the state level with teacher pay,

tion to and from school each day, as well as meals. Our teachers plan

my teachers want to be here. They want to make a difference. We

and prepare lessons based on a guaranteed, standard curriculum.

had the lowest turnover rate in the district this past year. If you walk

The kids in my school give me hope. They’re great kids – positive

our building, you’ll see that not only are our kids excited, but our staff
KB: The best advertising we have is happy kids, happy parents and

is excited, too.

good results. So if we keep doing what we’re doing, we will change

3) Our leadership. We are in a school system that is open to inno-

the narrative and the perception that charter schools are inherently

vation and to creative, outside-the-box thinking.

better than public schools.
CL: My own children and their education give me hope. Both of my
I: What gives you hope?

daughters went to Title I schools, and I wouldn’t trade that experience. I feel great about where they are (academically) and where

KB: My students give me hope every day. They are excited about
using technology, reading a book, or figuring out a math problem.

they’re headed.
I’m hopeful about the future of teaching because even though

I have never had a group of students more interested in politics.

they aren’t being compensated for all the good that they do, there

They’re paying attention, and they’re listening, and that gives me

are still going to be people who are called to teach – and who will

hope for our future.

do it regardless of the pay.

The other thing that gives me hope is how our district is so

And finally, I am hopeful about the future of our district. I believe

willing to change with the times and not get stuck in a rut. Our

our county leaders know and understand that good schools are one

district will do what it needs to do to meet the needs of our kids.

of the most important factors in economic development, so they are

I’m also hopeful about learning. As a classroom teacher, I have

willing to support our district, and for that we are grateful.
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LEADING
THE
WAY

THOUGHTS FROM
THE MEMBERS OF THE
CCS CABINET

Glenda Jones, Assistant
Superintendent, Human Resources

Jason Van Heukelum,
Deputy Superintendent
What do you think sets CCS apart
from other school systems?
Innovation and school choice.
Cabarrus County Schools is unique
in that we are constantly looking
to respond to the marketplace and
meet the needs of our families
through innovative, 21st century
school programing that engages
students and provides unique choices for families to match their child’s
strengths to different themes. From
elementary school to middle to high
school, Cabarrus County Schools
provides choices that align to the
new workplace of the 21st century
and is committed to preparing all
students for this new future. What
do you think the classroom/school
of the future looks like? The class-

rooms of tomorrow will increasingly
be more student centered and embedded with technology. Adaptive,
technology tools will operate in the
background of student learning,
teaching and assessing students’
content knowledge on a micro-level
and mapping out a unique learning
path for each child. Teachers will
be able to spend more of their time
doing the fun, innovative, inspirational work that only humans can
do through problem-based learning
projects, argumentation, and Socratic seminars. The future looks really
fun for kids and teachers!!! When
you’re not at the office, how do you
spend your spare time? Running,
cycling and traveling.

What do you think sets CCS apart from other school
systems? CCS is a district that continues to grow while
at the same time increasing student achievement and
maintaining a family environment. If you could share a
message of wisdom with students, what would it be?
Live life fully each and every day, plan for tomorrow,
and never allow circumstances define who you are
as an individual. What is your favorite book and why?
The Bible would have to be ranked as my No. 1 favorite
book because it is my roadmap for life.
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Kelly Kluttz, Chief Financial Officer
What do you think sets CCS apart from other school
systems? Our unwillingness to accept the status quo. CCS always strives to lead the way. What motivates you to continue
to excel in your given position? Those character traits that were
given to me by my parents. I’m pretty impatient, so I don’t have
time to look back on regret. Just do it right the first time. Always
put your best forward. When you’re not at the office, how do
you spend your spare time? At an athletic field with my boys,
hanging out at a lake or beach, traveling and shopping.

Lynn Rhymer, Assistant Superintendent,
Operations
What do you think sets CCS apart from other school systems? We are a school system that always makes decisions
based on the best interest of students. What is one of your
proudest moments as a teacher/principal? I was the AP
calculus teacher of the year in another district. What would
parents, teachers or students be surprised to know about
Dr. Lowder? Dr. Lowder is a HUGE Bruce Springsteen fan.
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Kelly Propst, Assistant Superintendent, Accountability,
Kids Plus, Technology, & School Nutrition
What do you think sets CCS apart
from other school systems?
After 31 years in the system, the
answer is simple: the dedicated employees. We have incredibly talented,
hardworking, student-centered
employees. What do you think your
greatest leadership attribute is?
First, it is important to note that my
greatest leadership attribute came
from my team. I asked them what
they thought. The answer I received
time and again was “acumen” — the
ability to make good judgments and
quick decisions while collaborating
with a team. I use this strength by
capitalizing, engaging and mobilizing
teams to work through critical issues,
long-term planning and day-to-

day operations as effectively and
efficiently as possible. Those good
decisions made quickly are made
by listening and trusting in others,
as much as I trust in myself. What is
your favorite book and why or what
book has moved you and why? One
of my professors at Vanderbilt was
Terence Deal. He wrote two books
I use all the time when teaching:
Leading with Soul and Reframing
Organizations. These books remind
me about what a leader does to
make organizational change stick.
Leading with Soul reminds every
leader that leadership is not about
the end goal—it’s about the journey.

COMMUNITY
Collaboration
It is the collaborative relationship between the Cabarrus County
Education Foundation and our generous business community that
allows Cabarrus County Schools to continue to be a place where
teachers engage students with innovative and inspired instruction
and where students are encouraged to be creative in their thinking
and confident in their abilities.
Established by two of Cabarrus County’s most notable business and
civic leaders – Cabarrus County Commissioner and former Cabarrus
County Board of Education Member Grace Mynatt of the Ben Mynatt
Family of Dealerships and the late Roy Davis of S&D Coffee and Tea
– the Cabarrus County Education Foundation (CCEF) was formed in
2001 to support Cabarrus County Schools. Davis provided the initial
seed money, a generous donation of $100,000.
From its early days, CCEF funded the district’s Direct Instruction
Reading Program, which targeted students who were non-readers
and students who were struggling with reading and funded the
school district’s annual spelling bee. They now also provide financial
support for the Superintendent’s Choice Art Awards and the resources
Cabarrus County Schools educators need to foster student excellence.
Today, the Foundation is an essential resource connecting students,
teachers and the community.
Thousands of CCS students have benefitted from additional
classroom activities and projects funded through the CCEF Classroom Mini-Grants Program, which was launched in 2012 to help

Each fall, the Foundation hosts its signature fundraising event—

teachers provide enrichment and supplemental learning activities for

the Corporate Luncheon—to thank our business community for its

their students. Other CCEF programs include supporting budding

continued support of education, to welcome new sponsors and

student artists by ‘purchasing’ their original artwork selected as the

to encourage those who are not yet sponsors to lend their support.

Superintendent’s Choice during Youth Art Month each March, as

CCS is honored to be a recipient of such amazing resources,

well as serving as a contributing sponsor of the Teacher of the Year

programs and opportunities for our students.

recognition ceremonies and awards. Rounding out the Foundation’s

To learn more about the Cabarrus County Education

program offerings are its First Generation Scholarships, Bricks of

Foundation or to make a donation, go to:

Honor, and Thank-A-Teacher Postcards.

www.cabarruscountyeducationfoundation.org.
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Priceless

PARTNERSHIPS
We have been fortunate to have the support of many community/corporate
partners through the years—and the 2014-2015 school year was no exception.
Longtime and new partners generously supported our district’s efforts to provide
our students with quality education, experiences, and enrichment. We appreciate
our partners in education and their commitment to Cabarrus County Schools.
We look forward to continuing these relationships and beginning new ones.
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Success Magnified

SNAPSHOT

New Academies

In the News

An Academy of Biotechnol-

Dave Burnett, director of con-

ogy and Health Science at

struction, was named the 2015

Northwest Cabarrus High

Planner of the Year by the North

School, and two Academies

Carolina Chapter of the Council

of Engineering.

of Educational Facility Planners
International.

Academy of Advanced
Manufacturing and

Our district continues to grow,

Automation at Jay M.

and as a result, we are building

Robinson High School.

new and replacement schools:
• New Odell Elementary

Academy of Energy and

(grades 3-5) – under

Sustainability at Mount

construction/scheduled to

Pleasant High School.

open August 2016.
• Replacement of Royal Oaks

Our new academies round
out existing themed

Elementary – funding secured.
• Replacement of Mount

academies: information

Pleasant Middle – funding

technology at Cox Mill

secured.

High School, hospitality/
tourism at Hickory Ridge

CCS Wi-Fi network named best

High School, public safety

in the state by the Friday Institute.

at Concord High School,

District News
Dr. Chris Lowder named CCS Superintendent effective April 1st.
Cabarrus County native, former CCS teacher, principal, Central

and a high school STEM

CCS expanded its suite of digital

program at Central Cabarrus

resources by offering Discovery

High School.

Ed, ALEKS, Dreambox, icurio:
iReady for students.

Office administrator.
CCS is one of three school districts in the country to receive
grant funding from the highly competitive Investing in Innovation (i3) federal grant program. Our program, INSPIRE, which
stands for Infusing INnovative STEM Practices Into
Rigorous Education, addresses the national need to develop
an integrated K-12 STEM pipeline. The i3 grant is valued at
$3 million over a 5-year period.

Of Note
Principal Carla Black was
named 2015 North Carolina
High School Athletic
Association Bob Deaton
Principal of the Year.

CCS was the only school system in NC and one of 71 school
systems across the nation to receive a School Climate
Transformation grant from the U.S. Department of Education.
CCS will receive $3.7 million over five years to improve school
learning environments through its Multi-Tiered System of
Support (MTSS) initiatives.
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Elementary
Schools
A.T. Allen
3939 Abilene Road
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 788-2182
Bethel
2425 Midland Road
Midland, NC 28107
(704) 888-5811
Beverly Hills
87 Palaside Drive NE
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 782-0115
Carl A. Furr
2725 Clover Road
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 788-4300
Charles E. Boger
5150 Dove Field Lane
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 788-1600
Coltrane-Webb
61 Spring Street NW
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 782-5912
Cox Mill
1450 Cox Mill Road
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 795-6519
Harrisburg
3900 Stallings Road
Harrisburg, NC 28075
(704) 455-5118
Lockhart Early Learning Center
525 Lake Concord Road
Concord, NC 28025
704-784-3947
Long School
310 Kerr Street NW
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 784-3614
Mary Frances Wall Center
3801 Highway 601 South
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 782-5712
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Mount Pleasant
8555 North Drive
Mount Pleasant, NC 28124
(704) 436-6534
Patriots
1510 Holden Avenue
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 455-1882
Pitts School Road
720 Pitts School Road SW
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 788-3430
R. Brown McAllister
541 Sunnyside Drive SE
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 788-3165
Rocky River
5454 Rocky River Road
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 795-4505
Royal Oaks
608 Dakota Street
Kannapolis, NC 28083
(704) 932-4111
W.M. Irvin
1400 Gold Rush Drive
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 782-8864
W.R. Odell School
1215 Moss Farm Road
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 782-0601
Weddington Hills
4401 Weddington Road
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 795-9385
Winecoff
375 Winecoff School Road
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 782-4322
Wolf Meadow
150 Wolf Meadow Drive SW
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 786-9173

Middle Schools

High Schools

C.C. Griffin
7650 Griffin’s Gate Drive
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 455-4700

Cabarrus - Kannapolis Early College
1531 Trinity Church Road
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 260-0229

Cabarrus Opportunity
120 Marsh Avenue NW
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 793-1736

Cabarrus Opportunity
120 Marsh Avenue NW
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 793-1736

Concord
1500 Gold Rush Drive
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 786-4121

Central Cabarrus
505 Highway 49 South
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 786-0125

Harold E. Winkler
4111 Weddington Road NW
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 786-2000

Concord
481 Burrage Road NE
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 786-4161

Harris Road
1251 Patriot Plantation Blvd.
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 782-2002

Cox Mill
1355 Cox Mill Road
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 788-6700

Hickory Ridge
7336 Raging Ridge Road
Harrisburg, NC 28075
(704) 455-1331

Hickory Ridge
7321 Raging Ridge Road
Harrisburg, NC 28075
(704) 454-7300

J.N. Fries
133 Stonecrest Circle SW
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 788-4140

Jay M. Robinson
300 Pitts School Road SW
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 788-4500

Mount Pleasant
8325 Highway 49 North
Mount Pleasant, NC 28124
(704) 436-9302

Mount Pleasant
700 Walker Road
Mount Pleasant, NC 28124
(704) 436-9321

Northwest Cabarrus
5140 Northwest Cabarrus Dr.
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 788-4135

Northwest Cabarrus
5130 Northwest Cabarrus Drive
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 788-4111
Performance Learning Center
133 Stonecrest Circle SW
Concord, NC 28027
(704) 795-7074
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4401 Old Airport Road
Concord, NC 28025
704.786.6191

Disclaimer: Cabarrus County Schools is committed to equal opportunity in education and employment and does not discriminate on the basis of sex, race, religion, ethnic
origin, or handicapping condition. (Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964).

90%
Graduation rate
is now 90% vs.
73% in 2009.

4,000 $34M
2nd largest employer
in Cabarrus County
—4,000 employees
(2,400 teachers).

Class of 2015 received
more than $34 million
in scholarships.

#1

CCS teachers ranked #1
in effectiveness for the
2nd consecutive year.
91% of our teachers met
or exceeded state goals.

www.Cabarrus.k12.nc.us
www.CabarrusSchools.info
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Disclaimer: The school system retains control over what links will be placed on system-related websites; however, the
linked sites themselves are not under the control of the school system, its agents or its employees. The school system is not
responsible for the contents of any linked site, any link contained in a linked site, or any changes or updates to such sites.
The school system provides links as a convenience, and the inclusion of any link does not imply endorsement of the site by
the school system. The school system reserves the right to remove or restrict any links.

